
Month: December       Year: 1968 
       

Day Type Logs 
Please Type all C 3/21 Logs.  Some days may have none and other days 

may have more than one.  Also type the location included on the 
Summary sheet at the end of each day.  It appears there is one for 

everyday. Please put a blank line between each entry. You have to scan 
through each day and look for anything from C 3/21.  Please type the 
entire C 3/21 entry.  If you can’t read a letter put a “?” in place of it. 

Locations 
Coordinates 

Please type all 
locations for each 

day. Just put them in 
order they appear in 

the logs. 
1  

C 3/21 at 1448, BT141231, presently being combat assaulted into area of 
unknown enemy unit estimated at 150 NVA in contact with Recon 3/21. 
Gunships were called on station at 1000 and expelled ordinance. Recon 
unit received heavy sniper fire from AK47’s and hand grenades. Unit 
also found a large rice cache. Artillery has been called. Enemy location 
pinpointed at BT145229. One gunship received hits at BT144244. 
 
C 3/21 at 1448, airmove from Pickup Zone in the vicinity of BT114246 
to a Landing Zone in the vicinity of BT141231, LZ secured. 
 
C 3/21 at 1510, engaged one VC evading, dressed in black pajamas. 
Result, one VC KIA, negative weapon, pack or ID. 
 
C and Recon 3/21 at 1615, BT1443248, moved into area of contact this 
morning, engaged 15 NVA in area. Result, 15 NVA KIA, 5 dressed in 
green uniforms, ten dressed in black PJs. One US WHA, evacuated, 
wounded from small arms fire from NVA. Captured in Action, three 
AK47’s, one M-2 carbine, five RPG rounds w/booster, four 82mm 
mortar rounds, eleven Chicom hand grenades, 360 rounds of AK47 
ammo, some documents w/equipment list, 54 AK47 magazines w/ammo, 
three US pistol belts, one NVA pistol belt, one M2 carbine w/ammo, two 
PRC 10 battery cases, two cans linseed oil, four US ammo pouches, one 
cleaning rod for RPG launcher, two NVA canteens, one packet medical 
supplies, unit found all above equipment in a base camp large enough for 
400 people, with 15 huts with fighting positions destroyed. Civilians in 
area said 150 NVA/VC in the unit. Equipment will be evacuated to 
Baldy. 
 
C 3/21 at 1705, BT145232, engaged one NVA in khaki uniform evading. 
Result, one NVA KIA, one NVA pistol belt, canteen, two Chicom hand 
grenades, 300ft of wd-1 wire, one backboard and pack Captured in 
Action. 
 

 
BT035218 

2 C 3/21 at 1045, BT135227, engaged three VC evading. Result, one VC 
KIA, negative weapon or ID. Other two VC escaped into thick brush. 
 

BT160231 



C 3/21 at 2350, BT150231, received seven rounds of 60mm mortar from 
200 meters East of their location. Artillery fired with unknown results. 
 

3 C 3/21 at 0700, BT146233, returning from an area where artillery was 
called in last night, point man setoff a mine. Result, three US wounded 
by hostile action, evacuated, one WHA, minor. Mine was M-26 with trip 
wire across trail, wire was concealed. 
 
C 3/21 at 0800, BT157236, engaged one VC evading. Result, one VC 
KIA, age 20, black shirt and khaki trousers. Also found 150 rounds of 
link 7.62 at same location, negative pack, weapon, or ID. 
 
C 3/21 at 0815, BT144232, received 50 rounds of automatic weapons 
fire from 50 meters North of location, resulted in negative US casualties.  
Returned fire with small arms, checked area and found several blood 
trails. 
 
C 3/21 at 1400, BT146230, found unmarked grave containing one VC 
KIA by artillery, 24 to 48 years old. 
 
C 3/21 at 1750, BT143220, engaged one VC evading. Result, one VC 
KIA, black pajamas, 25-30 years old. Negative weapon, ID, or pack. 
 

BT035218 

4 BT131202 BT131202 
5 BT131202 BT131202 
6 C 3/21 at 1445, BT022243, engaged one VC evading. Result, one VC 

KIA, negative weapon, pack or ID.  
BT112229 

7 C 3/21 at 0650, BT1112323, engaged one VC evading. Result, one VC 
evading at 25 meters. Result, one VC KIA, negative pack or weapons. 
 
C 3/21 at 0710, BT112233, engaged one VC evading at 300 meters. 
Result, one VC KIA, negative pack or weapon. 
 
C 3/21 at 1340, BT135269, engaged one VC evading. Result, one VC 
KIA, negative weapon, pack or ID. 
 

BT131202 

8 C 3/21 at 0805, BT139278, engaged two NVA evading SW. Result, two 
NVA KIA, negative weapons or ID. 
 
C 3/21 at 0815, BT132268, engaged two VC evading. Result, one VC 
KIA, other evading into wood line, believed to be wounded in leg. 
Negative weapon or ID. 
 

BT127284 

9 C 3/21 at 1805, BT145280, observed two VC evading, engaged with 
result one VC KIA. 
 

BT133453 



10 C 3/21 at 0625, BT041291, engaged one VC at 25 meters. Result, one 
VC KIA. 
C 3/21 at 1430, BT155290, engaged three VC evading. Result, two VC 
KIA, negative weapons, packs or ID. One VC escaped into weed line. 
 

BT127298 

11 BT127298 BT127298 
12 CHU LAI CHU LAI 
13 CHU LAI CHU LAI 
14 C 3/21, Airmoved from Chu Lai at 0855 to LZ Ross 0934. 

 
BT027342 

15 BT027342 BT027342 
16 BT027342 BT027342 
17 C 3/21 at 0805, BT007338, a M-26 hand grenade pressure type was 

stepped on. Result, three US Wounded in Hostile Action, evacuated. 
While trying to find an LZ another M-26 with trip wire struck. Result, 
four US WHA, evacuated. A third trip wire was found and blown in 
place. The platoon leader said the area would have been an excellent 
ambush site, people being ambushed from the East would have detonated 
all three mines seeking cover to the West. All mines were off side of 
trail. Dustoff complete at 0846 for all seven WHA. 
 
C 3/21 at 0925, BT007338, received 30 rounds of automatic weapons 
fire believed to be AK-47. Result, one US Wounded in Hostile Action, 
evacuated. Fire was returned with small arms and M-60, enemy fire 
came from 400 meters southeast, negative VC were sighted. At this time 
checking area. Note: this US WHA was one of the WHA caused by hand 
grenade incident earlier. 
(Next journal entry explained error in reporting the first incident at 0805 
involving the M-26 mine: There were a total of eight WHA, four were 
evacuated and four were minor, not evacuated.) 
 

BT027342 

18 BT027342 (LZ Ross) BT027342 
19 BT027342 BT027342 
20 BT027342 BT027342 
21 C 3/21 at 0824, BT088308, Platoon was moving into open area, one US 

detonated M-26 grenade. Result, one US Wounded in Hostile Action, 
dusted off. Man slid down bank into trip wire. 
 

BT018268 

22 BT027342 BT027342 
23 BT027342 BT027342 
24 BT027342 BT027342 
25 BT027342 BT027342 
26 BT018269  BT131202 BT018269 

BT131202 
27 C 3/21at 1000, BT044291, received ten rounds of small arms fire, 

returned fire and checked area. Recovered forty rounds, negative casings. 
BT021200 



 
28 C 3/21 at 1310, BT036238, engaged one VC evading from hut. Result, 

one VC KIA, age 22, negative weapon, ID, or pack. Found in hut, salt, 
rice, GI sweater, 1700P. The piasters will be extracted, other material 
destroyed. 
 
C 3/21 at 1700, BT036237, engaged one VC evading south at 50 meters. 
Result, one VC KIA. Had lighter stamped 403, was in khaki uniform 
approximately 20years old. 
 

BT038233 

29 BT034218 BT131202 BT034218 
BT131202 

30 C 3/21 at 0645, BT035215, detonated mine consisting of two or three 
hand grenades with trip wire attached. Result, four US Wounded in 
Hostile Action. Dust off completed at 0734, three evacuated, one minor. 
 
C 3/21 at 1120, BT027217, observed one VC evading, engaged with 
small arms fire. Result, one VC KIA, 25years old negative weapon or 
ID. 
 
C 3/21 at 1845, BT052204, engaged one VC. Result, one VC KIA, 
negative weapon or ID. 
 

BT049205 
BT131202 

31 C 3/21 at 0845, BT62202, engaged one VC. Result, one VC KIA, 
negative weapon or pack. 
 
 
 
 

BT080218 

 


